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NOTE BY GENERAL STAFP.

The new edition of " Nahkampfmittel," dated Ist January, 1917, is considerably fuller than
the earlier one of the Ist August, 1916.

The most iinportant change is contained in the announcement that there are now only time
hand grenades in tlie German service ; only two, the " Stick " and the " Egg," are mentioned in
the text. It is stated, as in the earlier edition, that no more rifle grenades will he manufactnred,
as, owing to their inacouracy, no real effecb can he ohtained with thein,

Details of the duties of parties for homhing along trenches, with diagram, are given for the
first time. Whilst stick grenade throwers engage the enemy's homhers, egg grenade throwers
aro to homh the carriers hehind them. There are no hayonet men, the leader of the party is in
front and guards it with rifle or pistol,

It is laid doAvn that the hest weapons for repelling an enemy are the machine gun and rifle,
hut that the hand grenade is specially suited to get him ont of shell holes. Bvery man of the
íighting troops of ali arms is to he trained in the use of hand grenades.

There are new sections on the use of stick hand grenades as charges for demolition
purposes.



HAND GRENADES.

GENERAL.

1. For dose combat, hand grenades are in everj- ■wa5' as important as rifles and pistols.
Every man of the flghting troops of ali arms must be trained in their use and thoroiighly under-
stand the np;ture of hand grenade flghting.

2. For suecess in this, the decisive faetors are :—Gflie accuracy, length and quickness of
throwing of the individual homhers, and a well-aiTanged supply of grenades. A short hut
heavy and unexpected volley of grenades is often suffldent to stop the enemy.

8. The cylinder hand grenade ^Yith stick (stick hand grenade) has only concussive effect ;
the egg grenade produces a large number of useful fragments and can be thrown farther owing
to its more snitable form and smaller weight. Bgg grenades, in view of their fragmentation,
should be thrown from cover if possihle. At the present moment, ali the hand grenades used
in the German Army are time grenades.

ATTACK.

4. In the attack, the special use of hand grenades is to cause the destruction or the
surrender of the enemy, if he is hehind or under cover where he cannot be reached by rifle fl i'e.

5. The equipment of homhers varies with their task. The following is often spitable:—
Steel helmet; slung rifle or carhine, or pistol; two sandhags containing hand grenades slung
round the neck or over both shoulders, or two special hand grenade carriers ; entrenching
implement; gas helmet; haversack with four iron rations ; two water hottles; no valise nor
pouches (cartridges being carried in the pockets or in the haversack).

6. As a rule, each man, including the commander of the party, should carry 6 to 8 stick
hand grenades or rather more egg grenades. Detachments and men eraployed ou special tasks
where very heavy dose flghting is taking place, should be given larger quantities.

7. If it happens in an attack that the attackers are fl red on from a hostile trench beyond
hand grenade range, they must ali dose on the trench at full speed, throwing their grenades, lie
down whilst the grenades burst, and then rush into the trench without hesitation.

If, in the course of this, the men come upon an ohstacle which has not been comple.tely
destroyed, a continuous stream of hand grenades must be kept up whilst it is heing cut.

In an attack on special points in the enemy's line, e..c/., a flanking emplacement, or in rolling
up the enemy by working along a trench, only a few men as a rule should throw, the others
should supply hand grenades and protect the throwers.

8. Special enterprises carried out hy means of hand grenade attack, e.g., flghting for
identifications, occupation of shell craters, capture of a particular piece of trench, seizure of
blockhouses. copses and farms, etc., generally require a thorough preparation by the fire of other
arms (machine guns, trench mortars, artiilery), and also their support during the attack.

9. Special measures must be taken to secure the maintenance of the supply of hand
í?r©ncicl6S.

DEPENCE.

10. To repel an assault, the best weapons are machine guns and rifles. If time hand
grenades are thi-own at assaulting infantry, they will not as a rule explode until the enemy has
passed beyond them, and so do him no damage.

The use of hand grenades hccomes valuahle only wben firearms cannot be employed ; or
when the enemy has got a lodgment in a dead angle. in shell holes, etc., dose to our position,
where he cannot be reached by fi rearms ; or when he has broken into our trenches anywhere.

11. Skilled homhers should be stationed under cover at places where communication
trenches run into tire trenches, alongside the trench blocks, near flanking machine guns, and
near the company or platoon commander to act as his reserve.

12. Hand grenades should be available at such places ; but care must also be taken that
they are ready to hand in every other part of the position.

13. In the dumps nearest the front, they should he kept " fuzed"—that is, witli the
detonator or fuze in them. They should he packed in watertight boxes, and stored in recesses
in the casing of dug-outs, or in the front slope of the trenches. In criticai situations, hand
grenades should be issued to every man detailed to the front line.

Patrols and listening posts shquld always he supplied with hand gi-enades.
14. Further supplies should be kept in the rearward lines "and positions, and in communi

cation trenches, stored in hand grenade recesses and in special shell-proof dumps. Sign boards,
visihle hoth by day and night, to indicate the position of the dumps, are desirable.

15. There must be a good supply of hand grenades stored in the dug-outs occupied- hy the
supports and reserves, so that there are sufficient to issue to troops for a counter-attack,

16. Command and observation posts, emplacements for guns detailed for re])elling assaults,
batteries, and trench mortar positions should be allotted a certain number of hand grenades for
their defence.

STORAGE AND TEANSPORTATION.

[Sections 17-21, There is notliing of special interest in these sections,]

TRAINING.

[Sections 22-40. Of these, Sections 87-39 are translated helow, In Sections 22-86 and 40,
the only points of special interest are that the following are taught:—

(a) Throwing over a wire netting fence 18 ft. high to secure a good angle of descent.
(h) Throwing from one sap head into another.
(c) Throwing from shell holes.
(d) Throwing hetween trees and tree stumps.
(e) Method of using the enemy's hand grenades.]
87. The prescrihed course of instruction should he followed by exercises vyith a deflnite

objective, e.g., attack of blockhouses and machine guns, and working along a trench.



38. Por WOrking along trenclies, the practices should take place first in straight
lenw^s, then in wavy ones, and íinally in zigzag ones and in connected shell holes.

The practices can be arranged in the following manner :—■
Por the distribution of the group, see Pigs. 5, 6 and 7.

two bombers, "a," throw; one throws stick grenades over two traverses, the
other throws egg grenades farther into the enemy's trench, so as to interfere with his supply
of grenades. The group commander, "b," observes the throwing, standing to a fiank, and
gives direction and range. Armed with a rifle or pistol, he also guards the group against a
hostile rush. The connecting fi les, "c," pass the hand grenades forward. The rest of the men
in the group, at d," are carriers; they standnearthe traverse behind the bombers; two of tbem,
armed with rifles or pistols, guard the fl anks from a hostile attack. If the enemy's grenades
fali into the trench, the men are so far apart that they have room to get clear.

The e.xercise can be carried out with two parties, with nmpires. When casualties are
adjudged, the spare men must take over the duties of the numbers who have fallen out.
Bvery man of the group must be trained in ali duties.

39. Attack of a blockhouse or machine gun emplacement.—Por this exercise
the ground must be prepared as in Pig. 8.

Whilst a machine gun or 1 or 2 snixoers keep up an uninterrupted fl re on the loopholes of
the objective, the remaining men of the group, making use of the ground and shell holes, work
round towards the flanks and rear of the enemy, until they get within bombing distance. They
then bombard the loopholes and entrance with grenades until the enemy is disabled and the
objective can be captured.

DESTRUCTION OF OBSTACLES.
41. In an emergency, when other explosivos are not available, hand grenades can be used

for the destruction of obstacles. They are not suitable for mining.
42. A lane through a wire entanglement can be cleared by means of a " long " charge.

Por this purpose, a number of tbe cylinders of the stick grenade should be made fast to a pole or
narrow plank corresponding in length to the depth of the entanglement. There should be about
six inches interval between the cylinders. Ali the openings of the cylinders must be in the
same direction {see. Pig. 9).

To ensure detonation, there must be a detonator in each cylinder. It should be wedged in
securely by means of a wooden match.

The charge should be carried up by two men crawling on their hands and knees, and pushed
or thrown into tbe entanglement. The charge is prepared for flring by screwing on the wooden
handle, with the detonator in it, to the last cylinder {s66 Pig. 9). It is fi red from cover by
means of a long string.

43. A concentrated " charge can be made up by securing the cylinders of six stick
grenades round a complete grenade. It is unnecessary in this case forevery cylinder to have a
detonator (see Pig. 10).

One man should crawl up to the obstacle that is to be destroyed. He should then arm the
grenade, pull the cord and throw the charge into the middle of the obstacle.

44. If the obstacle is formed of wire network, a small " long " charge should be pushed in
at about half the height of the entanglement above ground, and then fired.

If this is not possible, single hand grenades with hooks attached should be thrown at the
entanglement.

Wire net obstacles and abatis can also be destroyed by " concentrated " charges thrown
just in front of, or under the obstacle.

"GRANATENWERFER" (STICK BOMB-THROWERS).
45. Granatemverfer are used in tbe front line against targets which cannot be reached

with hand grenades. Their maximum range is 330 yards, and their rectangle of error 3-8 to 5-5
yards wide by 55 yards long. They should therefore be employed in groups of 2 to 6, in flanking
positions. Rate of fl re, 6 rounds a minute. The Granatemoerfer has the great advantage over
the Miiieiiwerfe7- that the enemy has more difficulty in detecting its position.

46. In defence, Graimtenwerfer should be dug in—either in, or better still, behind tbe
front line. Their task is to keêp down the enemy's fl re, to cause him daily losses, and to
hinder work. Por these purposes there should be continuous fl re from one Gi-anatemuerfer at a
time, or surprise bursts by many, by day and night.

If the enemy attacks, a barrage sbould be made with Granateiiwerfei- to prevent him
from reaching our position ; if he has penetrated into it, fl re should be directed at the trenches
he has captured to compel him to evacuate them.

Prequent change of position is necessary.
47. In attacks by our own troops, Gi-anateiiwerfer have proved most valuable for

the preparation of the places chosen for the assault, about two or three minutes before its
delivery. This has been particularly tbe case where, on account of the proximity of the two
positions, our artillory has not been able to engage the enemy's front line satisfactiorily.

In_ the attack, Granatemoerfer follow up the assaulting columns; they should be du« in
eitber in the captured line or in adjacent shell holes, to deal with the enemy's rearward íines
and to assist in repelling counter-attacks.

48. Por training in the use of the Gra^iateniverfer, see tbe manual " Der Girmatenwerfer 16."*
RIFLE GRENADES.

49. [This section states that the manufacture of rifle grenades has been given up ]
* The essential portions of this manual have been translaterf and issned as S.S. 5-16, "The 1916 Pattern

Bomb-thrower."—G.S.I.
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